
 
 

Data Science Community Newsletter features journalism, research papers and tools/software for 
November 19, 2021. 
 
Please let us (Micaela Parker, Catherine Cramer, Brad Stenger, Laura Norén) know if you have 
something to add to next week's newsletter. We are grateful for the generous financial support from 
the Academic Data Science Alliance. 
 
ADSA’s Virtual Series continues on December 1 with “Emerging AI Technologies for Inclusion of 
Underserved Populations” - Register for free HERE! 
 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
The Follow the Money and New Programs sections are moving out of the weekly newsletter and into 
a shared Google Sheet starting with the next issue. The information will be available to everyone 
for curiosity and research purposes. 
 
GETTING TO KNOW FACEBOOK, TWITTER 
Facebook is previewing a new API service through which researchers can access raw text, posted 
as "public" from U.S. and EU Facebook pages, groups, events and posts. The project is 
called Facebook Open Research & Transparency (FORT). No comments, images, membership 
demographics, individual-level member data, or Instagram data is available. Notably, the typical 
network graph methods used to understand the way information (and misinformation) spreads will be 
weak without membership data. But refusing to share membership information is privacy protective, 
so the company's decision here is understandable. The platform is invite-only; 23 institutions are on 
the short list. If you are on that list, what are you working on? 
 
Not to focus only on one social media platform... 
 
Hello, Twitter lovers! A new study from Pew Research confirms what most of us already know: a 
small percentage (12.5% if my math is right) of U.S. adults drive the majority of posts on Twitter. 
Those who use Twitter more often are less troubled by claims of incivility on the platform than those 
who avoid it. In a troubling finding, users do not seem to know how to use privacy features on the 
site: “Among users who say their account is private or are not sure of their settings, 83% in reality 
have a public profile." 
 
Lest readers use these first two stories to get their pants in a twist about social media, know that TV 
maker Vizio is now making more profit from surveilling users and selling ad space ($57.3 million in 
profit) than from selling the TVs ($25.6 million in profit). Twist that episode of surveillance capitalism 
around for a minute (h/t Shoshanna Zuboff). 



 
STOCHASTIC PARROTS AND BULK EMAIL 
In natural language news, Ted Underwood posted a blog based on comments he gave 
at Princeton University on the cultural impact of the “stochastic parrot" problem in which natural 
language models have been accused of being excellent mimics, but poor communicators. Of note, 
he reminds us that communication isn't a one-way street. The listener matters as does the contexts 
in which messages are sent and received. He argues that adding new types of features to language 
training models — date stamps, locations, and other culturally relevant details — may improve their 
ability to reflect context in ways that improve their skills as communicators. 
 
If you happen to dislike an increasingly unnatural form of communication — the bulk email — you 
might want to tuck this short analysis of university-bulk email practices into your back pocket for 
later deployment in favor of less email. TL; DR "bulk emails are not free — imagine that each 
[university] employee spent 2 min reading a bulk email. With average rates, this email will cost 
20,000 * 2 minutes * 0.5 $/minute = $20,000 to the university." 
 
If sifting through bulk email is your biggest problem at work, you are probably doing OK. In the UK, 
regulators are poised to formulate new guardrails for employee surveillance schemes because, 
“pervasive monitoring and target-setting technologies, in particular, are associated with pronounced 
negative impacts on mental and physical wellbeing as workers experience the extreme pressure of 
constant, real-time micro-management and automated assessment." There is relatively little existing 
regulation of this type anywhere in the world, so the UK's efforts will be precedent setting. At 
present, it appears they will focus on Amazon-style warehouse and delivery workers. White collar 
workers are also subject to persistent digital surveillance, but the interventions are either more 
opaque or mediated by human managers in a way that fully automated task-minders/time keepers 
are not. Many universities have already been "training" their students to expect digital 
surveillance as the use of automated plagiarism, exam fraud detection, and admission 
yield/graduation prediction increases. 
 
USC DEI 
Be ever so mindful about anything related to Diversity, Equity and Inclusion initiatives. University of 
South Carolina students have lambasted the school for implying $11 million in funding for DEI was 
new money when, in fact, it was more akin to a tallying up of funding for existing efforts that the 
editorial board of the student newspaper claims have been "embarrassing" and "dishonest." This 
take-away from the past several news cycles: students pay meticulous attention to DEI efforts. 
 
ACADEMIC TURNED FULL-TIME WRITER 
If you do not subscribe to Anne Helen Petersen's culture newsletter, you might want to have a look 
at this issue about an academic-turned-full-time journalist. Many people are questioning the 
academic life right now; have a look at how others make the transition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SPONSORED CONTENT 

 

Join us in-person on March 7, 2022, at Stanford University for the Women in Data Science 
(WiDS) Worldwide conference, a technical conference featuring outstanding women 
discussing their work in data science, in a wide variety of research domains. All genders are 
welcome to attend. 

LOVE IN THE TIME OF COVID 
This MIT against arch rival Harvard prank is my new favorite MIT hack. (Full disclosure: I attended 
MIT during undergrad and have dated a Harvard grad.) First, MIT student Liam Kronman created a 
matchmaking website called the Harvard Marriage Pact that promised to use AI to match Harvard 
students. Students signed up and waited to receive their matches. Then the site disappeared. On 
Halloween the site was back, this time called ExExEx. Participants received an email with updated 
communications: "you're probably really compatible with your exes' exes' exes" so "let's find them" 
by clicking on a big button. I missed this prankster spirit during the pandemic. No marriages have 
resulted. Yet. 
 
While we're on the topic of dating, you may be interested to note that machine learning has now 
been trained on relationship data to tease out predictors of online and in-person cheating. “Higher 
relationship satisfaction predicted a lower likelihood of in-person cheating. By contrast, higher desire 
for solo sexual activity, higher desire for sex with one's partner, and being in a longer relationship 
predicted a higher likelihood of in-person cheating." It's work by Laura Vowels and Kristen Mark. In 
a data set that split men and women into separate training groups, “greater sexual satisfaction and 
romantic love predicted a lower likelihood of in-person infidelity." Length of relationship, greater 
desire for sexual activity, and certain specific sexual preferences predicted higher likelihood of online 
infidelity. 
 
SELFIES AGAINST PARKINSON'S 
A cheap, decently accurate machine learning model trained on contemporary selfies — the ones 
with 1 second of video — can predict who has Parkinson's disease. University of 
Rochester researchers landed a $500,000 grant from the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation to 
figure out how to best communicate Parkinson's risk scores in the decidedly non-medical setting of a 
phone screen. These applications lead to a panoply of social impact questions. In a future where 
these applications can run privately on a phone, what kind of intervention is going to be seen as 



positive for the selfie taker? For those who correctly confirm they do not have Parkinson's, the 
outcome is good. False negatives are obviously quite bad. True positives are complicated. Early 
detection of a progressive genetic disorder with no cure is not always received well by patients. 
What if they don't have access to affordable medical care? What if they have access to the best care 
available, but there are no cures and treatments are debilitating? What if just having an app like that 
on one's phone sends a signal to digital advertisers whose ad targeting alerts others in the family 
that Parkinson's may be in their genetic tree? A technology like this raises societal and ethical 
questions. 
 
CLIMATE CHANGE 
These past couple weeks have unsurprisingly seen a number of headlines about climate change, 
with major world leaders trying to get on the same page about it at COP26. Plenty of words 
emerged. Here's a round-up of research and action: 
* UCLA researchers found that the increasing frequency of wildfires in the west is linked to climate 
change 
* A rather simple new mussel-based sensor will detect when conditions harmful to aquatic life occur 
underwater using machine learning and arrays of 9 live mussels. Helpful for cities who are building 
resilience against ocean water incursions with mussel seeding. (Dead mussels do not help.) 
* 100 home owners in Basalt, Colorado are part of a National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory program to develop smart home technologies that optimize for lower energy 
dependence overall and more reliance on renewables when they are available. 
* The famous image of the hockey stick-shaped growth of global temperatures now has a longer 
flatter handle and a sharper angle on the blade. 
* Carnegie Mellon economist Nicholas Muller has proposed a more comprehensive 8-pollutant 
index to help investment firms track the performance of companies in relation to their climate impact. 
This is an improvement on previous models that primarily looked at 1 pollutant, carbon dioxide. 
* President Biden commissioned an update to a previous report investigating the national 
security threats associated with climate change and found “harrowing" predictions about resource 
wars over water, huge numbers of climate refugees, and the knock-on effects of many countries 
failing to accept the reality of climate change and plan accordingly. 
 
OMICS 
We and Science continue our coverage of the rapid breakthroughs in protein structure discovery 
that started less than a year ago with competing labs at DeepMind (AlphaFold) and 
another led by Qian Cong at University of Texas Southwestern in San Antonio and David 
Baker at the University of Washington (RoseTTAFold) using their respective AIs to model the 
folding patterns and predict the shapes of protein structures. Over the summer, both teams 
completed a catalog of all human proteins. Each has begun developing tools to see which proteins 
are likely to interact with each other and form complexes, because in proteomics “knowing who 
works with who is critical" according to Stanford biologist Michael 
Snyder. Alphabet (Google's parent company and owner of DeepMind) has set up Isomorphic 
Labs to build on the technology for drug discovery applications. 
 
Researchers at Delft University of Technology and the University of Illinois adapted nanopore 
DNA-reading technology to decode the precise amino acid sequences of cellular proteins. Hailed 
as a landmark in protein identification, the invention meets a need that DNA- and RNA-synthesizers 
could not fill. All this work, in silico and in situ, sets the stage for in-depth understanding of the 
"interactome," a catalog of the biological interactions occurring in cells. 
 
Elsewhere in the network graph of -omics research, NYU professors and long-time DSCN 
readers Rich Bonneau and Kyunghyun Cho announced that their machine learning antibody 
discovery company Prescient Design was acquired by Genentech. 
 



 
 
SPONSORED CONTENT 

 
Four tenure track positions are open at UNCC under the single job number 4651. 
PLUS Assistant Professor of Philosophy. Apply! 
 
FOLLOW THE MONEY 
AU$1,000,000,000   Google -> Australia for a new Digital Future Initiative; the commitment 
has funding for infrastructure, partnerships and new research 
 
$750,000,000   University of Pennsylvania -> scientific research at Penn, targeting four areas: 
Novel therapeutics and health-related initiatives, Energy and sustainability, Data engineering and 
science, and Infrastructure to support physical science research 
 
$533,600,000   NCAA Division I Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) athletic departments -> fired 
head football coaches' severance pay 
 
$100,000,000   Irwin and Joan Jacobs -> Salk Institute for Biologic Studies for a new science 
and technology center 
 
$88,000,000   U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory -> University of Dayton Research 
Institute for “Soaring Otter” project to support advanced "autonomy technology" (which is mostly 
image processing) 
 
$50,000,000   Bill Miller -> Santa Fe Institute to advance science of complex systems 
 
$25,000,000   Artis Ventures -> Rad AI deep learning startup based in Berkeley, to 
address radiologist burnout 
 
$20,000,000   National Institute on Aging -> Johns Hopkins University to develop AI devices 
that promote healthy aging 
 
$20,000,000   Marc Benioff -> You.com search engine based in Palo Alto 



 
$14,000,000   National Science Foundation -> University of Kentucky for EduceLab, 
a collaborative facility using AI to investigate cultural heritage objects 
 
$12,500,000   Morningside Ventures -> Huckleberry, makers of an infant sleep monitoring 
app based in Irvine CA. 
 
$10,000,000   State of California -> California State University Monterey Bay for Computer 
Talent Initiative 
 
$5,000,000 (in 2013)   TIAA-CREF -> University of Illinois, to study investments in farmland, and 
now the subject of a journalistic investigation by Illinois Public Radio 
 
$2,949,109   National Science Foundation -> University of Maryland for research on networks 
of brain neurons 
 
$1,992,928   National Science Foundation -> University of Texas at Austin for Deep-Ocean 
Observing Strategy (iDOOS), a new collaborative network of deep ocean research scientists 
 
$1,200,000   U.S. Department of Education -> Washington State University for 
addressing challenges to the future electric power grid 
 
$1,000,000   National Science Foundation -> Florida Atlantic University to develop a platform 
to connect robots using high-speed millimeter wave links. 
 
$500,000   National Science Foundation -> Jingrui He at University of Illinois School of 
Information Sciences to develop explainable techniques to detect and track rare 
categories (as with wafer defects in semiconductor manufacturing) 
 
$300,000   Clare Booth Luce Program for Women in STEM -> Cornell University to increase 
number of women pursuing computer science research 
 
NEW PROGRAMS 
Minds, Brains, and Machines Initiative at New York University "seeks to promote research at the 
intersection of human & machine intelligence." Led by Brenden Lake and Todd Gureckis. 
 
Institute for Infectious and Zoonotic Diseases at University of Pennsylvania School of 
Veterinary Medicine. 
 
Investigation of Convective Updrafts (INCUS) funded by NASA and led by Colorado State 
University, to study the behavior of storms in the Tropics, launching in 2027. 
 
Collaboratory for Applied Data Science in Business, University of Virginia partnership between 
its new School of Data Science and the Darden Graduate School of Business. 
 
University of Austin, a new university “dedicated to the fearless pursuit of truth.” 
 
School of Computing at University of Nebraska-Lincoln, formerly Department of Computer 
Science and Engineering, now officially housed in School of Engineering, with $10 million dollar 
investment from Chancellor’s Office. 



 
Neuroscience Graduate Program at Florida Atlantic University, partnership between Stiles-
Nicholson Brain Institute and Charles E. Schmidt College of Science, to train next-gen brain 
scientists. 
 
Master of Science in Data Science now offered at Middle Tennessee State University. 
 
JP Morgan Chase AI Maker Space, the "first maker space devoted to software" opened 
at Carnegie Mellon University, housed in the Tepper School of Business. 
 
Cambridge Centre for Carbon Credits (4C) based at University of Cambridge Department of 
Computer Science and Technology, and Conservation Research Institute to "create a 
decentralised marketplace where purchasers of carbon credits can confidently and directly fund 
trusted nature-based projects." 
 
New Health and Life Sciences concentration for Informatics majors at University of 
Massachusetts Amherst 
 
Campus Connection and Data Analytics Education and Research Initiative are 
new collaborative technical education programs between Morgan State University and 
the NFL. 
 
DATA VISUALIZATION OF THE WEEK 
Twitter, Alistair Croll, from November 15, 2021 



 
Deadlines 
 
Studies/Surveys 
An invitation to participate in a study titled “The Labour of Ethical AI.” 
"My name is James Steinhoff and I am a postdoctoral fellow at the Institute of Communication, 
Culture, Information and Technology at the University of Toronto Mississauga. The aim of this 
research is to understand the labour that goes into ethical AI research (research intended to promote 
ethical, responsible, democratic, human-centered, non-profit or socially beneficial AI), the 



organizations in which such work is conducted, the problems facing workers in this field, and how 
the field is connected to industry, academia and government. The goal of the study is to interview 
people who work, study or intern in ethical AI in order to gain empirical insight into the working 
conditions in this sector." 

Conferences 
10th BITSS Annual Meeting 
Berkeley, CA February 10-11, 2022. "Brings together actors from academia, scholarly publishing, 
and policy to share novel research and discuss efforts to improve the credibility of social science by 
advancing research transparency, reproducibility, rigor, and ethics." Deadline for submissions is 
December 5.  

 
Education Opportunities 
Social Science Research Council Just Tech Fellowship 
"Supports and mobilizes diverse and cross-sector cohorts of researchers and practitioners to 
imagine and create more just, equitable, and representative technological futures." Deadlines for 
expressions of interest is January 2, 2022. 
 
RFPs 
Scott Alexander is awarding $250K+ in grants for "good research and good projects." 
"I'm so excited to see more money flow towards people with unconventional ideas that fall outside of 
startups."  
 
Tools & Resources 
BPCnet.org Statistics & Data Hub 
BPCnet Resources Portal from November 2, 2021 
"Brings together different sources of publicly-available data to support PIs and Departments in 
creating their BPC Plans. The Tools section contains BPCnet.org-created web apps that summarize 
some of these public datasets. The Data section lists other useful public datasets, allowing PIs and 
Departments to access data more specific to their context." 
Yann LeCun’s 2021 Deep Learning Course at CDS free and fully online 
Hacker News, NYU Center for Data Science from November 14, 2021 
[link + 20 comments] 
Academic Data Science Alliance - 2021 Data Science Institution Updates are now LIVE! 
Twitter, Academic Data Science Alliance from November 10, 2021"These 2-pagers come from a 
selection of institutions participating in our Data Science Leadership Summits." 
 
Events 
See the ADSA Events Page for more details and more opportunities. 
 
Boston University, Research on Tap: Data Science for Racial Equity 
Boston, MA November 30, starting at 4 p.m. Eastern. "Attendees will hear from BU data scientists 
engaged in research that uncovers racial inequity in a variety of contexts and provides a data-driven 
pathway to an equitable society." [rsvp required] 



 
NeurIPS 2021 Schedule 
Online December 7-10. [$$-$$$] 
 
Featured Jobs 
See the ADSA Jobs Page for more opportunities. 
 
About Us: The Data Science Community Newsletter was founded in 2015 in the Moore-Sloan Data 
Science Environment at NYU's Center for Data Science. We continue to be supported by the Gordon 
and Betty Moore Foundation and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation through the Academic Data 
Science Alliance. Our archive of newsletters is 
at https://academicdatascience.org/resources/newsletter. Our mailing address is 1037 NE 65th St 
#316; Seattle, WA 98115. 
 


